What Does Good Delivery of Strategic Planning Look Like for
Nature? Special Invitation Workshop DRAFT REPORT OF
DISCUSSIONS
Introduction
This report is a summary of a workshop held in University of Northumbria London on 28th January
2020. Five tables were created; each with a specific challenge. The catalyst for this workshop was
the joint publication of “Understanding our growing environmental vocabulary in England:
Connecting Green Infrastructure, Natural Capital, Ecosystem Services and Net Gain(s)within the
English Planning System.
Table 1: How consideration of environmental net gains could complement biodiversity net gain
planning? Francis Randerson Defra
Table 2: How can a natural capital approach improve spatial planning processes and outcomes when
working at the landscape scale? Sarah Trouw Environment Agency
Table 3: How do we best integrate and deliver evidence-led nature based solutions into existing
plans and schemes for the long term? Juliet Staples Liverpool City Council
Table 4: How to get the environment properly valued in business case appraisal using regional
business case templates? Andy Brown University of Leeds
Table 5: How can strategic plans/policies as envisaged under the NPPF improve outcomes for the
natural environment? Alister Scott University of Northumbria.

Commented [u1]: https://mainstreaminggreeninfrastructu
re.com/project-page.php?understanding-our-growingenvironmental-vocabulary-in-england

The report below summarises the main discussion points and outcomes. As well as the discussions
the big ideas/challenges have been highlighted and where possible embedded into the separate
table reports. These have also been developed into a set of recommendations. Throughout the
material I have added reference to useful links with some questions posed as appropriate.
ACTION: It would be really useful if you could read through the set of materials and add your own
thoughts; links to examples and also develop/amend any recommendations. As I said in the
workshop this will enable a further iteration.

Preliminary recommendations
1. The workshop revolved around the need to think more holistically about how the different
terms associated with nature conservation such as natural capital, ecosystem services,
green infrastructure, nature recovery networks and net gain relate to each other in both
theory and practice. Separate table feedback highlighted the need for exemplars and
examples of good practice. However, it is recommended to use best practice examples that
bring together all these terms within research, policy and practice interventions rather than
have separate exemplars. Investigate how far both South Downs, Liverpool and Greater
Manchester can feature in this; together with the examples provided by Oxford Cambridge
Arc and Liverpool Urban Green up in the workshop. Actions for Alister to follow up within
narratives to improve the conceptual framework presented.
2. Defra have managed a series of different pioneer projects that have looked at different
experiences with regard to nature conservation policy practices with a strong emphasis on
natural capital and ecosystem services. It is important that we can fully digest the lessons
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Commented [u2]: Action Alister to follow up with key
speakers involved.

emerging from these as soon as possible. A light touch evaluation is available here, it will be
important to learn lessons from the conclusions of these to better inform this work. Actions
for Defra Pioneer project lead.
3. There was strong support for regulation to strengthen nature conservation interests and the
example of mandatory legislation for Biodiversity Net Gain was welcome. However, there
was also a recognised need for improved national guidance. In particular, opportunity
spaces were identified for strengthening the duty to cooperate to include nature
conservation priorities. It is recommended that NPPG is updated to include how the duty to
cooperate should necessarily include natural capital and key components of the
environment Bill duties. Actions: ALL To identify if any other LPAs have DTC statements that
cover environmental aspects like the South Downs National Park: Defra/MHCLG consider
scope for improved guidance on statements of common ground.
4.

It is recommended to examine the scope for guidance that can highlight how natural
capital-ecosystem services-green infrastructure- nature recovery networks -nature based
solutions- net gains can fit together using model policies for strategic plans in order to
ensure that nature conservation is better joined up. Actions for Defra/MHCLG to consider.

5. To provide a useful library of resources to help with the themes from the table discussions
from both research and practice. I have made a small stab at this with links throughout this
document. Actions for Alister to update a resource section in the mainstreaming GI web site.
6. There were calls for tools to be streamlined and to focus on embedding latest environmental
thinking into existing planning tools. We identified duty to cooperate and tables did
mentions Community Infrastructure Levy, Tax Incremental Financing and Sustainability
Appraisal (any others?). I think it may be useful to collate examples of good practice here.
Actions Alister to do
7. The business case for nature is not yet mainstreamed in planning investment decisions. It is
important to capture how best to do this. The ICASP project is currently researching this
through case studies and an assessment of capability to change combined authority business
case templates to mainstream green and blue infrastructure. Actions ALL to review form
and make suggested changes to business case template.
8. Monitoring was a key issue across tables. It may be useful for recommendation 1 to have a
monitoring component. All too often examples of good practice are “domesday” captures
at a moment in time. Thus it may be useful to use a living laboratory approach where
specific interventions such as south Downs DTC model are monitored in terms of the

Commented [AS3]: https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrI
AX.JGzxe9NgAnQV3Bwx.;_ylu=X3oDMTByaW11dnNvBGNvb
G8DaXIyBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzcg-/RV=2/RE=1581026313/RO=10/RU=http%3a%2f%2frandd.de
fra.gov.uk%2fDocument.aspx%3fDocument%3d14438_BE01
44_FinalReport.pdf/RK=2/RS=i6fwpcusgzuJ0JuuiN5jeNG0YtU
Commented [u4]: https://www.ciria.org/ItemDetail?iProd
uctCode=C776F&Category=FREEPUBS
Commented [u5]: the south Downs example was generally
see as useful model to adapt
https://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/04/SDLP11-Duty-to-CooperateStatement.pdf

Commented [u6]: work done on GI as part of my own
work with Max Hislop may be a useful starting point.
https://mainstreaminggreeninfrastructure.com/projectpage.php?green-infrastructure-planning-policy-assessmenttool
Commented [u7]: CIL: Stroud have the potential and seem
to exercise it
https://www.stroud.gov.uk/media/519898/regulation-123list-copy-november-2017.pdf it is their regulation list along
with Suds.
Daventry have it on the list
https://www.daventrydc.gov.uk/living/planning-policy/cil/
but it like many things the political priority kicks in but now
the climate and biodiversity emergencies offer the hooks to
prioritise the environment component of CIL. Note also how
CIL has changed and perhaps now offers more flexibility
regarding Elmbridge
https://www.elmbridge.gov.uk/planning/communityinfrastructure-levy-cil-funding/ see this example.

Regarding Tax Incremental financing. A good summary here
https://www.pinsentmasons.com/out-law/guides/anintroduction-to-tax-incremental-financing
Scotland have led the way here.
https://www.scottishfuturestrust.org.uk/page/taxincremental-financing
...
Commented [u8]: https://icasp.org.uk/projects/gbibusiness-cases/
Commented [u9]: https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=
j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=2ahUKEwjUZzT97rnAhUShUIHaP1CPMQFjABegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fteesva
lley-ca.gov.uk%2Fwpcontent%2Fuploads%2F2019%2F06%2FBusiness-Casev8.docx&usg=AOvVaw3WeDVbR7SSBPE1IBM6xxNC
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Generic Issues arising from the table discussions
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need for better and more joined up thinking and governance. Danger of incremental
change producing yet more complexity and disintegrated environmental policy hindering
mainstreaming.
The need for regulation for nature conservation to put it on an equal footing with other
sectoral interests like biodiversity net gain (welcome) but needs guidance and support to
achieve it.
The need to support shared visons and objectives across multiple publics with regard to the
type of natural environment needed.
The need for better engagement with public(s) and building of partnerships across political,
policy divides
The need for better monitoring of policy interventions
The need for simpler messages and communication of the science to policies and practice.
The need for demonstration policies and practices within case study examples that can
highlight what “good” or success actually looks like.
The need for communicating better metrics and targets in terms of actions at multiple scales
The need for better communication of environmental outcomes.

Commented [u10]: light touch evaluation of defra
pioneers is here.
http://sciencesearch.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Men
u&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=0&ProjectID
=20084

Generic Ideas from participants (post it notes)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

We have moved from a paradigm of protection to one of recovery with seemingly strong
support. Challenge is how to deliver amidst multiple terms , tools and approaches.
How can we enable a systemic change that sees nature conservation and nature based
solutions embedded and implemented in all relevant policy
More certainty and stronger wording in policy and enforcement; so the expectations are
clear.
Limit the growth of frameworks and tools and converge on a recommendation approach for
appraising NC/GBI projects.
A single nationwide GIS platform to show the spatial extent of all environmental plans and
strategies
Missing piece of environment bill governance – local environment improvement plan –
integrating all parts of the environment in a way that treats environment as a system and
provides a way for people to engage.
Resolving economic growth GDP vs local well being dilemma not sitting in your natural
capital/ES/GI /NBS silos. Are we nearly there yet or lost. Ie will any of this generate real
change on the ground or jut plans and strategies that will gather dust on the shelves.
Need publicly available and accessible demonstrators : can we have case studies showing
clearly how the different concepts are applied together in one place.
Ensuring that green infrastructure and nature conservation is a key objective in joint
strategic spatial plans.
Need joined up thinking and the best of market practices
Lots of different approaches NCA, EA, ESA Need to integrate these. Introduction of Local
Nature Recovery Solutions the way forward? ? If so landscape led methodology to achieve
nature recovery could be utilised across the country – can be applied not just in protected
landscapes. Use Glasgow approach
Bring the right stakeholders together to enable local target setting and delivery within a
nationally consistent framework
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Commented [u11]: The Broadway initiative highlights
these failings within a combined report
https://www.iema.net/broadway

Table 1: How consideration of environmental net gains could
complement biodiversity net gain planning
Relevant Big Questions
•

How can you manage and intervene sensibly in terms of net gain if it will and does cut
across mitigation hierarchy.

•

Lots of different approaches Net Gain, NCA, EA, ESA Need to integrate these; otherwise
creeping incrementalism. Is introduction of Local Nature Recovery Solutions the way
forward? ? If so landscape led methodology to achieve nature recovery could be utilised
across the country – can be applied not just in protected landscapes. Use Glasgow
approach

•

Reskill and upskill all planners /members and all engaged in planning system on
importance of and understanding of metrics relating to environment net gain and outputs

Summary of Table Discussions
1. ENG is a framework for development, not an end in itself.
a. ENG policy should cover both natural capital assets as well as ecosystem services.
b. The relationship between Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) and ENG was an area of
contention.
i. Some participants felt that BNG should be treated as a subset of ENG as ENG
considers delivery of biodiversity outcomes as part of a longer list of
ecosystem services that could be delivered. However the majority view of
other participants was that systems which are based on biodiversity (fully
functional ecosystems) will deliver all ecosystem services most effectively
and sustainably, whilst treating biodiversity as a subset of wider ENG will be
less resilient and sustainable and therefore deliver ecosystem services less
effectively, with the collapse of the system being more likely.
ii. Some participants felt that BNG delivery could conflict with wider ENG
(examples such as poor water quality resulting in greater populations of
wintering waders on the coast, which could be seen as trading off water
quality outcomes for biodiversity outcomes). However other participants
felt that prioritising the restoration of the structure and functions of the
ecosystem would support the sustainable restoration of biodiversity and the
ability of natural capital assets to provide other ecosystem services.
iii. BNG doesn’t appear to work from a marine policy point of view, it isn’t
applicable to marine planning. ENG is more applicable.
iv. Issue of understanding local context where simply trying to achieve greatest
biodiversity gains might conflict with environmental justice considerations.
c. ENG shouldn’t just be applied to new development, protection and enhancement
of the natural capital assets and ecosystem services in existing developments is
important too.
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Commented [u12]: Defra enabling a natural capital
approach report lau https://www.gov.uk/guidance/enablinga-natural-capital-approach-enca
launched
Commented [u13]: See how this is viewed through the
lens of the scott et al 2020 paper
https://mainstreaminggreeninfrastructure.com/projectpage.php?understanding-our-growing-environmentalvocabulary-in-england

Commented [u14]: Also retrofit. Can be a very important
ingredient of social justice. Need to ensure that ENG is not
just about the best ENG as the element of human need and
impact may be important for areas suffering severed decline
in ES.

d. Local environment strategies may be necessary to show what needs to be protected
and enhanced and opportunities for delivery of ENG contributions. LNRS may be
useful here.
e. Well evidenced design guidance would help to ensure good quality ENG
interventions.
f. Role of planning system to provide some prioritisation of ENG dependent on
evidence base and local context. No one size fits all approach. Key is to have a
transparent way to identify ES trade offs.
2. It’s a good idea, but the evidence is not always there (or adequate) to fully support it.
a. We cannot wait for all the evidence we might want to be available, we need to put
the policy(ies) into place, and measure the delivery of it, allowing for the policy to be
updated as needed when new evidence emerges.
i. Iterative plans and policies would be ideal, to allow for ‘adaptive
management’, but this may not be possible in many scenarios.
ii. Implementation combined with monitoring will help us to understand what
is optimal (although an element of the precautionary principle needs to be
applied).
iii. We are not always sure what aspects of biodiversity provide ecosystem
services.
iv. When evidence is patchy, this can risk bias towards what we do know or
subjectively feel is important. This will need to be guarded against.
v. Practitioners as well as academics should contribute to evidence gathering.
vi. National Ecosystem Assessment is due in 2 years, this may be helpful.
b. Monitoring delivery and the functionality of the nature based solutions
implemented will be very important to ensuring that ENG is achieved; and that the
interventions continue to be effective into the future.
i. Once a policy is in place, we should measure delivery retrospectively, e.g.
Marine Licensing post-consent monitoring.
ii. Investment into local planning authorities and government departments to
carry out and analyse the results of monitoring will be essential.
iii. The results of monitoring need to be used to update and refine policy, as
well as individual developments.
iv. Effective, up to date and frequently updated habitat mapping is essential to
support the monitoring of delivery and for Ecometric. NRW’s habitat
mapping may be a good example to investigate.
v. Technological innovations are not the full answer to monitoring though, it
needs to be recognised that effective monitoring requires personnel on the
ground.
vi. Policy could require developers to make contributions to a monitoring fund
to support the monitoring needed to effectively implement the policy.
vii. NERC could be encouraged to fund more monitoring (currently it’s not
considered a funding priority for them).
c. ENG is for the long term, nature based solutions and adaptations often take time to
establish so that gains can be seen and monetary benefits realised, so there will be a
challenge to demonstrate success for short term government who are pushing for
short term economic gains, but it’s important we find a way to do this.

Commented [u15]: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.u
k/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil
e/843468/National_Design_Guide.pdf
Commented [u16]: mote really good guidance provided
on BNG by
https://www.ciria.org/ItemDetail?iProductCode=C776F&Cat
egory=FREEPUBS
Commented [u17]: Here the South Downs ES2 policy and
linked duty to cooperate provide a strong policy basis to
understand net gains and losses in a particular development.
crucial here is the developer and household guidance notes
to help the delivery of this policy.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xwh0p96soshg1u3/Strategic%2
0Planning.pptx?dl=0 see slide in presentation
Commented [u18]: Useful paper from the SWEEP project
by Bateman here https://sweep.ac.uk/professor-ianbateman-obe-and-sara-zonneveld-publish-new-paper-foruk2070-commission/
Commented [u19]: Does this happen
Commented [u20]: Could section 106 agreements be
made to allow for exploratory policies.
Commented [u21]: Important to highlight the evidence
gaps and elements of uncertainty.
Commented [u22]: Role of pilots ;is there scope to extend
pioneer projects to include more focus on planning policies.

Commented [u23]: Who funds this.
Commented [u24]: Also GCVGN approach via Max Hislop

Commented [u25]: Hmmm could CIL cover this.

Commented [u26]: Highlight the need form monitoring in
current strategic priorities call.
https://nerc.ukri.org/research/portfolio/strategic/ideas-spf/
Commented [u27]: Link to Table 2NBS.
Commented [u28]: How

3. Financial input will be needed to develop and implement ENG policy.
a. Treasury’s support is needed to ensure that the finances required to implement the
policy are available.
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i. A business case for Treasury should be produced.
ii. We need to be able to demonstrate the benefits of the policy to private
investment.
iii. For more private sector money to come into the system there needs to be a
spatial framework which everybody can relate to on the same basis.
b. How can we create opportunities and incentives for natural capital assets, in a way
which supports the right assets in the right places?
i. Consolidation and connections – we need a better understanding of where
money flows and opportunities to bring private money in.
ii. Ideas - sell carbon credits, BNG credits? ‘Stack’ the benefits (to discuss with
Treasury on Monday)?
iii. Is there a role for ELM?
iv. Private offsets?
v. Work with developers to come up with good designs for ENG, incentivise the
best designs, financially or by other means?
4. Effective governance and join up within Government departments will be important to
success.
a. Short government terms encourage short term thinking, but an ENG policy requires
us to look into the long term and plan for natural capital and ecosystem services
which will work way into the future.
b. It is positive that MHCLG and DEFRA are working together, further Crossgovernment co-operation will be essential.
i. BEIS will need to be included.
ii. The driver for planners is to enable sustainable growth. Marine planning
delivers cross-departmental objectives but the priority for terrestrial
planning is currently housing. When the government departments are not
joining up, so there are different drivers, how do you lever the Treasury for
them to value ENG?
c. Policies will need to be carefully written and with stakeholders where possible to
encourage maximum buy in, polycentric governance?
d. ENG should be included in overarching governance policies to ensure that it is not
confined to certain policy areas.
e. Reporting will be important to ensure accountability
i. An Environmental Net Gain register similar to the BNG register will be
needed.
ii. Office for Environmental Protection could have a role.
f. MMO have a policy on ecosystem services already, join up with MMO will be
important to ensuring that an overarching policy works in the marine environment
and to learn from their experience in developing policy in this area.

5. Delivery of ENGs for all natural capital assets and ecosystem services will usually not be
possible, so effective prioritisation is important.
a. ENGs that tackle the climate and biodiversity emergencies and have human health
and wellbeing benefits should be prioritised for delivery (multifunctional green
infrastructure).
b. We must remember that we are working with dynamic systems, so we can’t be too
prescriptive.
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Commented [u29]: Or ENG needs to be part of the
business case for any development.

Commented [AS30]: This was challenged on Table 5. Seen
as politicaly toxic/

Commented [u31]: Good designs but also have good
demos with full data availability to show benefits accruing.

Commented [u32]: What about health and culture.

Commented [u33]: Need for regulation to create a level
paying field.
Commented [u34]: Based on a series of pilots./ Is this
something that the GI standards projects could focus on too.

Commented [u35]: Howe to do this.
Social learning.

c. Prioritisation decisions should consider the whole system, not individual natural
capital assets and ecosystem services, or we risk delivering for certain natural capital
assets or ecosystem services whilst impacting others without a proper
understanding of the implications.
d. Prioritisation should also link to what people want.
i. This can be established through methods such as the Ecosystem Approach.
ii. The Ecosystem Approach has been trialled already so the results of this
would be helpful.
iii. South Downs National Park plan could provide a best practise example.
iv. Local prioritisation should be informed by regional, national and
international priorities as well as those which are specific to the local area.
v. We should aim to better capture and promote the economic and social
effects of environmental gains to inform local stakeholders and galvanise
support.
e. Prioritisation should reflect the opportunities offered by the local environment.
f. Is sound and noise landscape included in this? E.g. Changes in sound-pressure
impact on air, therefore is that linked to ecosystem services?
6. Reskilling of a range of different groups will be needed to implement an ENG policy.
a. Development of capability to measure natural capital assets and ecosystem services
across relevant sectors.
i. Includes both the BNG and any ENG metrics.
b. Development of the capability of planners and other relevant professionals to
explain to the public the relevance of the ENG elements of any given development
to them.
i. Development management are output focused. Re-skilling council members
of the importance of ENG is particularly important to making and
communicating development management decisions.

Frances Randerson (Defra)
Liza Pacarada (MHCLG)
31/1/2020
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Commented [u36]: Need a wider set of principles here.
UnSDGswork? What about the ecosystem approach

Commented [u37]: Look at approved ES policies in local
plans

Commented [u38]: Really important point set within
wider net gains.
Commented [u39]: And challenges.

Commented [u40]: And wider publics.

Table 2: How can a natural capital approach improve spatial
planning processes and outcomes when working at the landscape
scale?
Relevant Big Questions
•

•
•
•

Lots of different approaches NCA, EA, ESA Need to integrate these. Introduction of Local
Nature Recovery Solutions the way forward? ? If so landscape led methodology to achieve
nature recovery could be utilised across the country – can be applied not just in protected
landscapes. Use Glasgow approach
Limit the growth of frameworks and tools and converge on a recommendation approach for
appraising NC/GBI projects
A single nationwide GIS platform to show the spatial extent of all environmental plans and
strategies
Effective protection for existing assets. \Make their value visible . Link into multifunctional
nature recovery networks that define both biodiversity and ecosystem services.

Summary of discussion
Natural Capital Planning is as much a Process as an outcome; an underpinning /overarching
approach rather than a one size fits all approach.
To utilise NCA properly for decision making you need to have clear objectives and you need to
support people properly in setting these objectives. It is Important to realise there are multiple users
of this approach and we need to recognise this in the tools we develop and provide. It is also
important that you have the buy in from senior politicians and decision makers early in the process
so they can in effect champion it.
So for example a local authority in a local plan context ; the key is how to align this NCA so it is not
seen as something extra to do; it works with existing processes and systems.
Duty to cooperate ; NCA does it translate to this obligation or are their rules of policy or
interventions to facilitate that to make the process work. The example discussed on Table 5 of the
South Downs highlights how the outputs from a NCA or ecosystem services assessment can lead to
the identification of strategic priorities
Need for outputs and decisions/interventions made to be transparent and so be able to work
backwards from that and to have confidence in it. Raises wider issues of governance and legitimacy
which are key to pursuing NCA as evidenced from Defra marine pioneer.
The importance of the evidence base behind any NCA process and the issues and resources needed
for the refreshing and updating of the data and how robust the data was. Often dealing with out of
date data.
Talked about language and the need for common levers for change. In the natural environment
there are lots of different terms being used creating difficulties for different audiences. Key issue
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Commented [u41]: Is there sufficient guidance as yet.
Does Defra enabling a natural capital approach fill a void
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/enabling-a-natural-capitalapproach-enca

Commented [u42]: Does therefore sustainability
appraisal offer a good hook to build with? Work by SWEEP
funded by NERC is looking at this.
https://sweep.ac.uk/portfolios/natural-capital-sustainabilityappraisal/

Commented [u43]: https://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/04/SDLP11-Duty-to-CooperateStatement.pdf

around audiences and how you talk and communicate with different audiences. A one size fits all
approach rarely works. Need to tailor outputs to different audiences explicitly.
Overlaying the language and toolkits around the capacities and capabilities of different audiences
Overcoming the Silos mentality: there was a danger of the evidence in every natural capital plan
being siloed and only used by environmental voices; question of how to embed that within business
interests . There was a wider issue of mainstreaming.
How does NC mapping allow you to scenario plan and understand trade-offs to inform better
decision making.
Taking a natural capital approach about long term change and investment. So how can we
incentivise people/business to engage with it when it seems so far removed.
Recognise the need for a formal land use planning system to make this work ; ie not
compartmentalising activity. Need to join up land use with development in the planning system
Nature recovery networks can create tensions between different stakeholders for example between
rewilding and more managed solutions.
In any area of new activity you need best practice examples and pilots. It thus becomes very
important to draw out the lessons from the defra pioneers who were looking at the NCA particularly
through the urban pioneer in Manchester. If NCA is going to work we need good examples of best
practice to show how it works and to show the additionality and net gains it brings,
Be more spatially explicit; what’s in it for me ; be as simple as possible in explaining how it can be
used and with what benefits and what do challenges does it solve.

Commented [u44]: reference to a paper I wrote on this
matter highlighting the use of hooks and bridges to
overcome this.
https://mainstreaminggreeninfrastructure.com/outputspage.php?Mainstreaming_SpatialPlanning
Commented [u45]: Manchester communication
https://naturegreatermanchester.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/GM-Natural-Capital-AccountSummary.-09.2018.pdf
Commented [u46]: Treasury green book now has NCA
within it.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/upload
s/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green
_Book.pdf
See page 61ff
Commented [u47]: A cross reference discussion from
Table 5 reported on whether the Oxford Cambridge Arc
should have anything like the development when there is an
acute water shortage in that area. Which provides a key
infrastructure constraint./ Was seen as an example of
disintegrated planning.
Commented [u48]: An example from Manchester
highlights the success of the natural Capital investment plan
https://naturegreatermanchester.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/GM-NCIP-Vision-and-approachJuly-2018_final.pdf
https://issuu.com/greatermcr/docs/eftec-gm-ncip-summarya4-16pp-v3-lo

Commented [u49]: Isnt rewilding a managed solution.

Summary by Sarah Troup Environment Agency also lead facilitator.
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Table 3: How do we best integrate and deliver evidence-led
nature based solutions into existing plans and schemes for the
long term?
Relevant Big Questions
•
•

•

How can we enable a systemic change that sees nature conservation and nature based
solutions embedded and implemented in all relevant policy
How can we make the use of NBS more intelligence led. . can we use existing data layers
(GIUS) to identify and prioritise local issues and use this to determine the most beneficial
types of NBS to be protected or introduced for maximum benefits,
Resolving economic growth gdp vs local well being dilemma not sitting in your natural
capital/ES/GI /NBS silos. Are we nearly there yet or lost. Ie will any of this generate real
change on the ground or jut plans and strategies that will gather dust on the shelves.

Summary of Discussions
What are the evidence sources available?
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS mapping as being used in Liverpool City Council Climate Just mapping which overlies
environmental factors with social issues – Rowntree foundation
University of Greenwich TURAS project with Stuart Connop was mentioned
Unalab have an NBS catalogue to help determine selection of the most appropriate NBS
Swansea GI strategy has some appendices which illustrate available data for areas quite well
A single repository of tools for climate change assessment and ecosystem services would be
helpful Ecosystem Knowledge Network
NATURVATION EU project has just released a manual on Nature Based Solutions

Commented [u50]: https://www.liverpoollep.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/06/Building-Climate-Resilience-inLiverpool-City-Region-FINAL2017.pdf
Commented [u51]: http://r1.zotoi.com/city_strategy/1.ht
ml
Example of Barking and Dagenham
Commented [u52]: https://unalab.eu/system/files/201909/UNaLab%20Technical%20Handbook%20of%20Naturebased%20Solutions_2019-09-10_1349.pdf

How do we monitor NBS to demonstrate benefits?
•
•
•
•
•

Urgently need right level of resources for long term monitoring (cross reference from table
5)
It’s important to collect the right data when monitoring
Usually data collection is short term e.g. in Liverpool for 2 years but benefits increase as NBS
matures;
University of Portsmouth (John Williams) on the pro-suds project looks at site management
over longer time scales
The URBAN GreenUP project used the EKLIPSE KPI framework as an EU recommendation but
a set of agreed and standardised UK climate change indicators or KPIs would be welcomed
for comparison and benchmarking

How do we integrate NBS?
•
•
•

Integrate into the work of others such as utilities, highways, parks, stakeholders etc.
Co-benefits are important and so is the need to quantify the invisible multiple benefits. A
common unit of £ value arguably is best to illustrate multiple benefits.
Use Natural capital accounting to show where the financial value is for NBS interventions.
Combine NCA and NBS to get the best investment for outcomes.
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Commented [u53]: https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/too
l
Commented [AS54]: https://portal.research.lu.se/portal/f
iles/75255308/Urban_Nature_Compendium.pdf
Commented [u55]: perhaps define what data you need
upfront as often we collect too much data and then do not
know how to use it.
Commented [u56]: https://researchportal.port.ac.uk/port
al/files/14913545/Residents_perceptions_of_sustainable_dr
ainage_systems.pdf
Commented [u57]: http://www.eklipsemechanism.eu/home

•
•

It is also possible to lever money for NBS by asking what is in the current engineering
maintenance plan that would be saved or reduced by NBS thus allowing that to be freed up
to invest into NBS.
Issues over how we integrate at both strategic and project (local level). Strategic documents
at combined authority level may supersede some of the NBS detail we have worked hard to
integrate locally unless this is checked and addressed (important cross reference to table 4)

Commented [u58]: do we have any examples of this.

Commented [u59]: link to table 4.

What do we need to make it easier to mainstream delivery of NBS?
•
•
•
•

A simple route map and guidance of how to do this for Local Authorities, developers and
stakeholders
Training for local authority staff in other areas such as highways. Drainage, planning,
regeneration etc
A means to share lessons learnt
The ability to make a robust economic case during a period of local government funding cuts
and staff losses

Notes summary by Juliet Staples Liverpool City Council .

Commented [u60]: See the following manual for NBS from
an EU project https://unalab.eu/system/files/201909/UNaLab%20Technical%20Handbook%20of%20Naturebased%20Solutions_2019-09-10_1349.pdf
Is this something we can recommend
Commented [u61]: Role of training packages such as RTPI
learn https://www.rtpi.org.uk/education-and-careers/rtpilearn/
for example for planners ; are there other professional
learning CPD platforms. (IEMA and CIWEM)
Commented [u62]: Perhaps a focus on demonstration
projects.
Commented [u63]: What does a good economic case for
NBS look like
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Table 4 How to get the environment properly valued in business
case appraisal using regional business case templates
Relevant Big Questions
•
•

Need joined up thinking and the best of market practices.
Limit the growth of frameworks and tools and converge on a recommendation approach for
appraising NC/GBI projects.

Summary of Discussion:
Appraisal Process
•

Currently dominated by transport economics
Evidence and its Robustness

•

Concerns that even if you gain buy-in from stakeholders for a policy, programme or project
with significant Green and Blue Infrastructure (GBI) benefits, it falls down during the
appraisal of the economic case because your evidence for GBI benefits is not robust
May be a potential tension between national priorities and local priorities (e.g. flood risk) –
so perhaps an explicit approach is needed such as a geo spatial evidence base
o Is there scope to review how different ecoservices benefit different areas?
o Concerns that an accepted value in one area would not be applicable for all areas of
the country
How to value green and blue infrastructure and biodiversity?

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Can we operationalize Natural Capital in the ‘strategic case’ of HMTs ‘5 case model’ for
Business Cases, especially for large (non-marginal) impacts of GBI?
Can we develop the ‘system of systems’ approach in the ‘strategic case’ to aid GBI inclusion?
Argument that it is also possible to perform a cost-benefit analysis on a system of systems in
the ‘economic case’ of HMTs 5 case model: e.g. as happened in transport sector where
previously heavy emphasis on travel time and now much more complex system is recognised
o Therefore if ecosystem services were measurable we could put more emphasis on
the value of the environment
Discussion surrounding the difficulty in calculating the benefits of GBI
Discussion that people are concerned about the cost of GBI as there is not a huge amount of
evidence and can be hard to see and quantify the benefits of GBI
o Could a framework be produced to help understand benefits and costs of GBI?
o Can tools surrounding Natural Capital Evaluation be used to create more certainty
around the benefits and costs of GBI?
Value extraction vs value creation – what are stakeholder interests; how do you generate
buy-in from stakeholders (such as developers); how does this fit with the business case?
Possibility that buy-in could be brought about by greater certainty in the planning
permission – or from increases in house/land value due to GBI?

Large Programme/Project vs Small Project/Intervention
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Commented [u64]: Role of NCA
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/enabling-a-natural-capitalapproach-enca
What aspect likely to be the accounts?
Commented [u65]: GI benefits studies now exist using
NCA methods and ES assessment

http://www.ukmaburbanforum.co.uk/docunents/other/valu
e_of_green_infrastructure.pdf
Commented [u66]: see Costs of GI as opposed to what.
Useful report on compare grey vs green solutions
http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/150672/
Commented [u67]: good example is GI chapter in London
plan
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/green_infrast
ructure.pdf

Natural England report on economic value of GI
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source
=web&cd=11&ved=2ahUKEwjU3YXvm67nAhULilwKHUUbBjA
QFjAKegQIBRAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpublications.naturalen
gland.org.uk%2Ffile%2F4831817071329280&usg=AOvVaw2u
jEmWt3iHRTYznE5sqkYO

•

•

Is a strong strategic narrative required to produce a Business Case at the level of every
intervention (or small project) or is strategic case more important for large (regional and
national) programmes?
If LAs and smaller bodies often don’t have capacity to produce extensive Business Cases – is
there a middle ground to be determine where there is guidance for completing the strategic
case and for the economic case with the ability to provide more indicative figures?

Notes by Ruth Davies and Andy Brown
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Table 5 How can strategic plans/policies as envisaged under the
NPPF improve outcomes for the natural environment?
Relevant Big Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporating robust standards into green infrastructure strategies and local plan policies.
Ensuring that green infrastructure and nature conservation is a key objective in joint
strategic spatial lands.
How can we enable a systemic change that sees nature conservation and nature based
solutions embedded and implemented in all relevant policy
More certainty in policy and enforcement ; so the expectations are clear.
Reskill and upskill all planners /members and all engaged in planning system on importance
of and understanding of metrics relating to environment net gain and outputs
Link ELMs into strategic planning.
Strategic planning for functionality connected habitat networks at regional level

Summary of discussions
Themes: Strategic, Visionary, consistency and Monitoring

1. Need to be clear what we are trying to achieve in order to measure success. Monitoring is a
key part of this - trying to identify small gains that are less frightening would possibly make it
more achievable, and also in some instances more palatable.
2. Environment Bill priority areas creates an opportunity to reset the Duty to Co-operate in the
NPPF so that a more strategic approach for the environment is drawn up, not just focused on
housing. The approach used by South Downs highlights the potential. Agreed that regulation
was a necessary focus to level up the playing field for the environment .
3. There is a need to join up all the separate silos within planning that are treated separately.
Here infrastructure planning, land use planning, rural land management (ELMS) and utilities.
The system needs to be more visionary, not reactive, and include a broader range of inputs - in
particular utility provision. There is no point creating a natural habitat if it is dug up for an oil
pipe or broadband cables.
4. There is a wider need to join up across and within local authorities who produce separate
plans and strategies. It creates a messy environment. Is there scope for a strategic or local
development plan to become the hub within which the spokes become other plans for the
area.
5. Consistency in application of the policy is important, in particular what a sound plan looks like
- a number of examples spoken about where PINS had arrived at different decisions on some
of the newer priorities such as wellbeing. There needs to be a clear benchmark so good
practice can be shared.
6. Viability should be considered at the outset at the plan level, not at the application level.
Where viability cannot be achieved, this should trigger pump-priming of funding rather than
driving down the local provision as this usually impacts negatively on environmental factors
which are seen as costs.
7. Spoke about the benefits of ELMS - this will be increasingly important in delivering for both
nature and people - ensuring that available land is used strategically.
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Commented [u68]: https://www.gov.uk/government/publ
ications/environment-bill-2020/30-january-2020environment-bill-2020-policy-statement
Commented [u69]: https://www.dropbox.com/s/xwh0p9
6soshg1u3/Strategic%20Planning.pptx?dl=0
see slide.

Commented [u70]: See Plymouth Local plan
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/planningandbuildingcontrol/
plymouthplan

Rough notes:

Delivery

Ensuring that there is consistency in the application of the NPPF across inspectors - as difficult to
share best practice without a consistent message.

•
•
•

•

Inspector examination approach - lack of consistency in applying the NPPF in relation to health
and wellbeing
Demonstrating in policies and plans how this applies to every individual (South Downs plan)
Environment Bill targets - long term strategic targets (how do these filter down to the local
level as they are national targets). What is the 'glue'? Duty to Co-operate - how is this filtered
in? At regional level - strategic level - how are these used for meaningful outputs? Local plans
need to be consistent. Currently in Hertfordshire revising GI strategy (9 years old). Messiness is
hindering aligning the objectives
Noise - how is this covered in the Environment Bill? Impacts differently on the environment
than humans. Note Welsh Government action plan on noise and soundscapes at present.

Plan-making and strategic planning

A strong case for strategic plan at a national level but political appetite not there at present.
Needs to be visionary, not reactive (as it is at the moment).

National planning needs to have all the players sat together - e.g. DCMS cable laying.
Local plans currently need to jump through the MHCLG/PINS hoop but Marine planning jumps
through all hoops - terrestrial planning needs to jump through the same hoops.

•
•
•

•

Distribution of housing needs to be addressed at the strategic level to enable the benefits to
be realised. How does LNRS feed in to housing planning when it is at a local level?
OxCam - housing in a water stressed area liable to flooding - but not considered when deciding
where to locate housing, and water services not joined up (Ofwat not involved etc).
No national spatial strategy - only country without one. Very difficult to strategically plan
without energy, water etc. constraints known. Seen as politically dangerous to draw lines on
maps. Issue of cost vs political pragmatism vs devolution
Trees seen as having a moment - but other forms of habitat also very important. Consider
where carbon sinks are located so air quality is improved where it is needed, not where there
is cheap land. Cost of tree planting is high. Trees arms race will have huge cost and
maintenance implications. Need to consider also impacts and trade offs for ES on where they
are planted and for what priority.
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Commented [u71]: https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/p
ublications/2019-04/noise-and-soundscape-action-plan.pdf

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HMT modelling how to use public and private investment combined to deliver multiple
benefits. What is the credit mechanism?
Overarching policy at the top of the plan needed. Has to be pulled together. Embedding
natural environment in the Duty to Co-operate.
Need integration of systems - nitrates in Solent caused by agriculture but being dealt with by
planning.
Habitats issue - driven by regulation rather than aspiration.
Need a clear view of how you want to benefit society to deliver an aspiration. What links
them? A view of gain. Need to have both components
What does a sound plan look like? Integrate all the sectors - environment, wellbeing, housing
Inconsistency among inspectors - especially in new areas. PPG - ensuring clear messaging.
Sharing good practice – ensuring

Commented [u72]: https://www.uia-initiative.eu/en/uiacities/greater-manchester
IGNITION project.
Commented [u73]: Strange to see separate agriculture
and Environment Bills.

Utility point / common objective - currently out of step. Utility providers need to align their plans.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utility regulation is all about consumer pricing, doesn't align with planning policy/framework
objectives.
Need a common set of objectives for all infrastructure.
Steve Q - NPPF is the map (but isn't a spatial map, which most people want to see)
Without the map, we don't know where the problems are (e.g. HS2 will improve an already OK
service, there are bigger issues such as the East Coast main line).
Communities under huge amounts of pressure will not buy into ENG as they have bigger issues
(e.g. buying food).
Need to see the problem of climate change as an opportunity - more permitted growth system
- incentivise BNG (e.g. fund business in locations that deliver good BNG).

Environmental Land Management Strategies (ELMS) a key element in making gains while meeting
needs for development

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More of a narrative - what is the vision?
Needs to show multiple benefits
Ensuring OGDs don't draw a map without input from ecosystem services
Needs to be broader than nature - ecosystem services.
Want to think more boldly but missing the scale of the problem - centuries of damage but we
aren't going to achieve this all at once. Small steps rather than big targets. Monitorable - e.g.
10 houses in one village rather than looking at 40k houses across the region.
Natural England - do some monitoring but it isn't sufficiently resourced.
MMO - relies on other sources of data.
OEP - but would need funding to deliver
Need to be broad about what the environmental gains are - e.g. opening up listed buildings
Increasing automation of data
Farmers - not happy about their diversification applications being rejected but no data
available on what applications were refused and why
MMO - SSSI data - needs upfront resourcing for monitoring
Need HMT to understand that improvement is iterative, not linear. Need funding to pilot,
demonstrate success and then roll out if successful or change the process/policy.
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Commented [u74]: Planning system does not have the
tools to do this apart from temporary planning permissions
through 106. Eg low impact developments were tested in
this way

Duty to Co-operate:

How do we amend and use this as a tool for directing conversations/negotiations following the
environment bill? Early engagement that involves all your providers is key - to set the vision that is
deliverable.

Viability at plan level would trigger pump-primping funding and investment rather than driving
down the local requirements.

•
•
•
•
•

Amending the wording and strengthened for the natural environment.
What does 10% mean in a sound plan? Regulation process needs to back the process up.
Gain is about what will work for people in that place?
Focus on what are the outcomes? What are we trying to achieve in each place?
10% on a site may not be best for the environment overall! Beauty/recreation/noise/social
justice a factor on these sites especially for housing.

People had to be flooded 3 times before they believed they lived in an area that is at risk of flood
(research by university).

Risk is a cross-cutting theme - risk of environmental damage, risk of climate change - including in the
NPPF? How feasible is this but it is well understood by developers and business. However South
Downs policy might be good here.

Relationships - LEPs/two tier councils - how well they work together determines

How do we evaluate the outcomes of local plans?
•

Comes back to what is trying to be achieved?

Notes by Fiona Seiquein
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Commented [u75]: https://www.dropbox.com/s/xwh0p9
6soshg1u3/Strategic%20Planning.pptx?dl=0

